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Since the rc-opening of the Karakoram range in 1974, there ha been an ever
increa ing number of expedition vi iting the region, a i hardly urprising, since
the area hold many of the world's highest and mo t den ely packed ma sir. How
ever, there is, as vet, very little information available to the would-be expeditioner
on the rather sticky problem of planning a budget. The sudden inAux of wealthy
toUI"iSIS to Balti tan ha not gone unnoliced by the local people, and wherea it is
always dangerou to generalize socialogically, since the day of Martin Comvay'
expedition at the turn of the century, there has been a steady complaint that the
locals of the upper Indu (to put il euphemisticallv) drive a vcr: hard bargain
indeed.

With this in mind, I have collected a li t of expen es a we found them in the
ummer of 1976, as, I hope, a guide to others, who might not be taken 0

completely for a ride as were some expeditions we have met. And while talking
about expedition, it is as well to comment on that very word. The name 'expedi
tion' has become synonymous in the Baltis' minds with a fount of ever ready ca h.
Too many, toO wealthy expedition have handed out money on such an
indiscriminate scale that it has now become extremely difficult for the non-Balti
speaking climber to convince the locals that there simply IS a bottom to the barrel;
and if malleI', light-weight expeditions are going to be the thing of the furure, a
eems now to be fairly certain, then it i high time that we outsiders got together,

however loosely, and agreed to some SOrt of wage freeze in lhe Karakoram, for
without it, the low-budget, little group is dead before it even get under way.

The PIA Aight from Rawalpindi to Skardu i both a haphazard and fru trating
affair. It generally take place 4 time a week, u ing a 2 -seater Fokker Friend hip.
It is reasonably pl"iced at R 10 return (all cost are 1976, when £\ = R 17). During
the month ofJuly, Augu t and early eptember the Aights tend to be overloaded
because of returning Baltis from the plain escaping the ummer heat, and the
cancellation of a large number. of Aights due to mon oon cloud build-up. During
these months, therefore, the military placed C 130 transporter at PIA's dispo al a
relief plane. The e cal'ry about 60 passengers at a time. and sometimes 2 or more
might ny on the ame day a the Friend hip. Booking is ju t as before, through PIA
offices, but as nobody ever seems to know how many Aights will take place on any
given day, it is advisable to wait at the airport every day. The Aight to Skardu la t
about an hour.

The runway at Skardu is 9 mile from the town. There is a mud hut for
slumming in, if unavoidable, and fresh water in a gOl'ge behind the buildings.
Willy's Jeeps meet every incoming plane; otherwise, there is no transport to
Skardu. The locals pay between Rs3 and Rs5 for the trip of 9 mile: expeditions are
generally charged about Rs 150 per jeep. Bargain.

In Skardu, it is po sible to camp at the PTDC (Paki tan Tourist Development
Corporation) rest-hou e, but the strong adiabatic winds and endless treams of
visitor make thi an unattractive proposition. At present, the PTDC re I-house is
closed pending building extensions: the PWD rest-hou e nearby is open, and
charges Rs50 per room per night. There may be up to 4 beds per room. A break
fast of tea, eggs and chapatti costs about Rs6 per person. There are better {and
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cheaper) rest-houses at Shigar and Khaplu (on the Shyok River), where the
standards of sanitation are better and the rooms are Rs5 per person per ni~ht. In
all cases, a 'room' consists of a sleeping room and a back room with basin, western
style lavatory, and taps for washing. The PWD rest-house in Skardu also has a
resident Tourist Officer. All rooms should be booked in advance, if possible, via
the PTDC offices in Rawalpindi or Islamabad, although this is not always
necessary. A padlock and length of chain are useful for ensuring privacy while
absent from the room.

Several jeep companies, all to be found in the ew Bazaar in Skardu, run jeep
services to Dasso (50 miles up the Shigar River) and Khaplu (63 miles up the Shyok
River) exclusively for expeditions. Their rates are Rs I2 per mile for a short wheel
base Willys, and Rs 14 per mile per long wheel-base. In return you get the exclusive
use of the jeep, although the driver is likely to try and load a few friends on if he
wants to. Use your discretion. You do not pay for the jeep to return to Skardu. The
PTDC jeep may be hired if it is free for Rs6 per mile, but they require Rs3 per mile
on the return; and it is not always available, despite promises to the contrary.

If you are a small party who plan to hire porters at the end of the road, it is
sometimes worth trying for a taxi-jeep instead of a contract-jeep. These are some
what inferior models which drive regularly to and from Dasso and Khaplu, and
generally cost about Rs I per mile per person for an outward journey, and Rst per
mile on the return (when the jeeps are almost empty of merchandise). These jeeps
are also available from the New Bazaar, and they al"e more open to bargaining.
Excess baggage will cost more. This sort of transport is both less reliable and more
uncomfortable (the usual load for a short wheel-base Willys is 9 people plus t ton
of luggage), but is cheap. The drivers tend to leave Skardu when they are full,
despite promises to collect you at the rest-house. It is best to have at least one
member of the team on the vehicle from the outset. And bargain.

Climbing gear and a limited amount of food can be bought in Skardu and other
larger villages, the price increasing with the distance from Skardu. Here are some
of the more common items: sugar Rs8 in Skardu 10 about Rs 12 in the upper vallevs,
per kg; lentils Rs6-8 per kg; rice Rs6-8 per kg; powdered milk (out of a ack, not
tinned) Rsl6 per kg; ghee(rancid butted Rs12-16 perk~: fresh potatoes Rs2 perk~:

eggs RSrl each; dried apl"icots Rs7-9 per kg. In cafes, a glass of tea is Rst, a fried
chapatti (parata) Rst, a chapatti Rs!, fresh apricots (when in season) free. Paraffin is
Rs8-10 per kg.

Porters: the government has laid down a fixed rate for porters of Rs35 per head
per day, plus Rsl5 per head per day food allowance-a daily wage of Rs50. Too
many expeditions get pushed into paying a further Rsl5 food allowance. That is
not part of the bargain. Bear in mind that the district doctor for Skardu, a man
whose practice includes 80,000 people, gets a mere Rs 17 per day, and you will
begin to see what that sort of money means to a Balti porter. Scales of food,
clothing and pay for porters are available fl"Om the Pakistan Embassy in London.
Since the rate is now well known in Baltistan, even unregistered porters (ie those
who are not listed by the local authorities as porters) will not work for less than
Rs50 per day. On the return journey Rs I0 is paid. The major cause of porter strikes
is due to the excess number of expeditions, resulting in porters reasoning (quite
rightly) that they can make more money by carrying only as far as the snow-line
and then deserting to carry for another expedition from the lower villages again.
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However, with the current move away from large-scale expeditions, the sahib
porter ratio will certainly increase, and from my experience, the fewer the porters,
the less the trouble.

There are today few ferry crossings in Baltistan, but, where they do occur,
bargain. The going rate at the Khaplu ferry {whether the river is lOO yards, or over a
mile wide} is Rs5 per head and Rs3 per accompanied luggage, but you may be
expected to help with the raft, both in carrying upstream, and paddling.

And finally, the peak. Pakistan has now introduced a 'peak price' similar to that

in Nepal, to be paid when application is made to the Embassy in London. This may
be as high as £400, depending on the summit involved. Your liaison officer who,
incidentally, must be clothed and paid the same as a high altitude porter although
he generally contributed financially towards his rations, is there to see that not only
are there minimal difficulties between the expedition and the porters, but that you
stick to the peak of your choice. This can be very trying at times when an applica
tion has been made to the authorities to climb a peak via a particular valley system.
If this proves on close inspection to be impossible, it is sometimes difficult to
explain to your liaison officer that you wish to try the summit from another side. So
keep the application description fairly broad in spectrum.

If you go 'trekking' only, none of the above'material matters quite as much: no
permission is necessary provided you do not go above 15,000ft, and there are no
liaison officers or high altitude porters if you are small enough and light-weight
enough.

Spanish expedition to Saraghrar, 1977

Ramon Bramona

The Spanish team which set out to climb the SW buttress of Saraghrar returned to
Spain from Pakistan defeated in their second attempt to climb this huge wall.

Modern alpinism has begun to tackle difficult ascents in high peaks of 7000
8000m. Let us also say that the technical difficulties of these ascents are not so
severe as most recent problems in the Alps. However, the recent climbs in the
Hindu-Kush range, the Karakoram or the Himalaya combine great altitude and a
considerable degree of technical difficulties. This huge wall in the Hindu-Kush
range-the SW wall of Saraghrar Peak-is no exception.

Saraghrar is 7349m high. The difficulties of the wall do not decrease anywhere
on this great buttress. The foot of the wall is at 5050m. The rise to the top is more
than 2300m, without precedent in the Alps. The total height of the buttress itself is
estimated at some 3500m.

Spanish climbers began to study the possibilities of this ascent in 1972 and made
the first attempt in 1975. After 39 days on the wall, the 8 members of the party
placed 4 high camps (one at the foot of the wall and 3 on the wall). High camps
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